
 
Activities
Performing Art 



Teach the lyrics first – Teach the text phrase by phrase. Students echo back
each phrase to you – like a chant – no change in pitch while patting a
steady beat on lap.
Teach phrase by phrase, then section by section, then all the lyrics. You
have taught the rhythm of the words when you have done this.
If you think the students are comfortable to sing the melody of song, repeat
the above steps phrase by phrase, singing the melody of the lyrics.
Sing the song altogether, with students patting the beat on their laps with
their hands.
Students sit in a circle. Now that the students know the song Button You
Must Wonder, you are ready to teach the game!
Choose a button detective to sit in middle of circle. They close or cover their
eyes.
Choose a student to start with the button in the circle.
Count in the song, setting the tempo and pitch of the melody of the song.
Can vary this throughout the game – singing the song higher or
lower/faster or slower each time.
Students pass the button around to the right while singing the song Button
You Must Wonder. All students put their hands behind their backs
pretending to have the button as soon as song is sung through once.
Detective opens eyes (teacher can hit a bell or drum to open eyes) and
has 3 guesses to guess who has the button.
Continue game with new or same detective.

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Year Level: Foundation to Year 3. Adaptable with variation for Years 4 to 6

BUTTON YOU MUST WANDER

Resources: Button You Must Wander lyrics and a button. Teacher must be
familiar with the melody of the song to be able to teach it to the students.

Method:

https://physedgames.com/the-number-game/


Variation for Years 3-6: 
Students around the circle keep left arm behind back, “picking up” the button in
front of the student to their left. and “passing the button” in front of the student
to their right to beat of the song, whether they have the button or not, when
singing the lyrics in the game.

Youtube Link:  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00atOrdCpA&t=14s

Lyrics for Button You Must Wander:
Button, you must wander, wander, wander
Button, you must wander, everywhere
Bright eyes will find you, sharp eyes will find you
Button, you must wander everywhere.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00atOrdCpA&t=14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00atOrdCpA&t=14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00atOrdCpA&t=14s


Students stand in a circle
Teacher chooses a student to be the Dance Detective. They stand in a
space where they can’t see the other students.
Choose a dance leader from students in the circle.
Start the music. Dance leader begins dance movement. Rest of students in
the circle copy the dance leader’s movements. IMPORTANT: Dance leader
must only dance movements where feet stay on the ground! Eg. No
handstands, flips ect for safety.
Tell Dance Detective to enter room.
Dance Detective must stand in middle of circle and guess who the dance
leader is. They have 3 guesses. Dance leader must change dance
movements from time to time when leader turns their back.
Discuss “Peripheral Vision” if needed with students to make it harder for
dance detective to find the dance leader.
Continue game with new or same Dance Detective.

 

 
 

 
 

 

 

Year Level: Prep - 6

DANCE DETECTIVE

Resources: Music and space big enough for students to stand in a circle with
some space for movement in between them.

Method:

A really simple fun game to do with students at the end of a lesson, especially
when they have been sitting for a while.

https://physedgames.com/the-number-game/


Share a simple fairytale with the students either with a book, an auditory
recording, or a simple re-telling of the story with your own words. Eg. The
Little Pigs, Goldilocks and the Three Bears, Little Red Riding Hood. Write the
main parts of the story on the board as simply as possible.
Explain to the students that they are going to plan and perform a MIME of the
story you shared. It must be performed in its entirety in 1 minute – so only the
main parts of the story can be performed. Discuss what mime performance
means (no vocal sounds to be used in the performance. The story is told
through body movement only). Encourage effective facial expressions and
exaggerated body movement.
Split students up into groups, depending on how many characters in the
story. Eg. The Three Little Pigs has 4 main characters. If you have any extra
students without a group, they can be extra characters in the story eg. The
Four Little Pigs or The Three Little Pigs and the Two Bad Wolves!
Give the students 2 minutes to sit down with their group members in small
circles to plan their performance.
Allow students to start practicing their act. Put on upbeat music in the
background for some atmosphere in the room.
Stop the music. Announce to the students that they will now time their
performance. Tell them to get into their starting positions for their act. Start
the timer with the music, and the students perform their acts as soon as the
music begins from their starting positions.
When a minute is over, stop the music. Ask students whether their group’s
performance went under, over or on time for one the minute.
Allow students to tweak their performances for them to be as close to one
minute as possible. You may allow students to have another run through.

Students share their group performances to the class, with backing music.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Year Level: 2 - 6
ONE MINUTE FAIRYTALES

Resources: Music track with sound system. Upbeat music used in silent films
of the 1920-1930’s ideal! Also need a timer (Iphones and smart phones have
this function).
Method:

https://physedgames.com/the-number-game/


THINGS TO HAVE IN YOUR PERFORMING ARTS
TOOL KIT

iPad with playlists ready with my own boom box/bluetooth speaker!
Mask
Masking Tape
List of CRT Performing Arts activities and lessons

 
 
 

ADDITION LINKS

Button You Must Wander for Middle School Years
Tideo singing game 
Link for Tideo Lyrics

Start Singing Action Songs – Bushfire Press
Start Singing and Dancing – Bushfire Press
The Book of Beginning Circle Games – John M. Feierabend
Start Singing With the Cool Cats Kids – Jeff Mead and Kevin O’Mara
Total Fun – Musical Games and Strategies to Engage the Middle Years –
Darren Wicks

The Drama Ideas Bank – Mary Brooks

Youtube Links
 

 
Music Resources
 

 
Drama Resources
 

https://physedgames.com/the-number-game/
https://physedgames.com/the-number-game/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t00atOrdCpA&t=14s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDZdGarIPN8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pDZdGarIPN8
https://www.bethsnotesplus.com/2013/03/tideo.html

